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Team France Export was created to help French businesses succeed abroad. Supported by Business France, the French 

Chambers of Commerce and Industry and France’s public investment bank, Bpifrance, Team France Export brings together all 

the expertise of its founders with that of public and private key players, helping businesses to expand into the export market.



Business France is the national agency supporting the international development of the 

French economy, responsible for fostering export growth by French businesses, as well as 

promoting and facilitating international investment in France.

It promotes France’s companies, business image and nationwide attractiveness as an 

investment location, and also runs the VIE international internship program.

Business France has 1,500 personnel, both in France and in 58 countries throughout the 

world, who work with a network of partners.

Since January 2019, as part of the reform of the state support system for exports, Business 

France has given private partners responsibility for supporting French SMEs and mid-size 

companies in the following markets: Belgium, Hungary, Morocco, Norway, the Philippines 

and Singapore.

For further information, please visit: www.businessfrance.fr  @businessfrance.fr

BUSINESS FRANCE 

Business France

77 boulevard Saint-Jacques

75680 Paris Cedex 14

Tél. : +33 (0)1 40 73 30 00

http://www.businessfrance.fr/
http://businessfrance.fr/
tel:+33 (0)1 40 73 30 00
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#FrenchFab

@LaFrenchFabTalk

www.lafrench-fab.com             

LA FRENCH FAB 

Creative by nature, industrial by tradition, strongly 

innovative, France invents the industry of tomorrow 

and inspires the future. Its industry stands out 

through strong abilities, techniques and a unique 

savoir-faire. La French Fab is the new inspiration for 

industry. 

La French Fab supports a more digitized and 

respectful industrial era, deeply committed to 

designing disruptive and innovative industrial 

processes, always seeking to preserve an equal 

balance between working conditions and well-being. 

Passionate about energy efficiency and limiting the 

impact on the environment, France is at the cutting-

edge of the digital transition, leading the next eco-

industrial revolution, the “solutions’ revolution”.  

La French Fab also aims at sharing responsible 

good practices and industrial savoir-faire to connect 

talented people for more inclusive and competitive 

jobs in a protected environment. Renowned for its 

excellence, and with a strong avant-garde spirit, 

French manufacturing is at the forefront of the factory 

of the future. 

Launched in 2017 by Bruno Le Maire, La French 

Fab brings together, under one common banner, 

the industrial ecosystem across France. Indeed, La 

French Fab is the new name of the French industry. 

And it has the highest ambitions! Collectively 

supported by the Alliance Industrie du Futur, 

Bpifrance, Business France, France Industrie, the 

Direction Générale des Entreprises and France’s 

regions, La French Fab highlights the French 

manufacturing expertise and provides a vision to 

help revive and transform the industrial base, by 

connecting people, generations and territories, 

by implementing the use of digital and innovative 

solutions to sustain concrete answers to today’s 

challenges, in France and abroad. 

With La French Fab, experience industry in a new 

way. Together, let’s inspire a new world.

http://www.lafrench-fab.com/
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Adhetec is recognized and awarded for developing 

high performance pressure sensitive adhesives. 

We have been supplying all major OEMs, airlines and 

MROs worldwide and crafted a solid expertise in 

interior and exterior applications:

INTERIOR

> Cabin customization and branding (antibacterial 

and antivirus version available)

> Interior placards

> Onboard advertising (antibacterial and antivirus 

version available)

> Antimicrobial safety cards & stickers

> Antimicrobial range of surface protective films (tray 

tables, IFE and high touch areas)

> Surface protection

> Masking

EXTERIOR

> Livery graphics and decals ideal for livery transition

> Paint stencils & positioning mylars

> Technical exterior markings

> Specialty tapes

> Surface protection

> Masking

ADHETEC

ADHETEC SAS

1 rue Pierre Latécoère

Zone Bastillac Sud

65000 TARBES

France

Lela KLOCZKO

Marketing & Communication Manager

Cel.: +33 (0)6 58 65 78 52

lela.kloczko@adhetec.com

 

 

www.adhetec.com

Booth 2631A

mailto:lela.kloczko@adhetec.com
http://www.adhetec.com/
tel:+33 (0)6 58 65 78 52
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AD’OCC is the Investment & Trade agency of the 

Occitanie region (capital city: Toulouse).

We offer free consulting for your corporate location or 

partnership projects in Southern France.

Come and join world-class companies and 

subcontractors present in the Occitanie region: 

Airbus (HQ), ATR (HQ), Daher, Latecoere, Liebherr 

Aerospace, Collins Aerospace, Sabena technics, 

Safran Group, Stelia Aerospace, Thales Group,… 

Meet companies from Occitanie exhibiting at MRO 

Europe: AAA, Adhetec, Air Support, Composites 

Distribution, Donecle, Equip'Aero, Fly Dynamics, 

JVAeroservices, Mazeres Aero Equipment, Recaero, 

R&R Consulting, SIER, Sky Aerotechnics, UUDS Aero

For 25 years we have been providing assistance 

to aeronautical companies wishing to set up in 

Occitanie. Come and meet us. Let's talk about your 

development plans !

AD'OCC, INVEST 
& TRADE IN 
OCCITANIE

AD'OCC, INVEST & TRADE IN 

OCCITANIE

55 Avenue Louis Breguet – La Cité

CS 84008

31400 TOULOUSE

France

Philippe BAYLET

Head of Inward Investment, 

Aerospace and Transports

Ph.: +33 (0)5 61 12 57 08

Cel.: +33 (0)6 11 76 15 63

philippe.baylet@agence-adocc.com

 

 

www.invest-in-occitanie.com

Booth 2521K

mailto:philippe.baylet@agence-adocc.com
http://www.invest-in-occitanie.com/
tel:+33 (0)5 61 12 57 08
tel:+33 (0)6 11 76 15 63
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AEROFORM Composites is an expert in curing 

solutions for the process and repair of composite 

structural parts for international aerospace 

companies.

AEROFORM works with the largest airlines, MRO, 

and aircraft manufacturers.

We are committed to providing services and products 

for composite workshops: Autoclave, Hot Bonder, 

Heater Mat, Tools, Training

AEROFORM 
COMPOSITES

AEROFORM FRANCE

47 rue Jules Guesde

69230 ST GENIS LAVAL

France

Simon HUDRY

Sales Manager

Ph.: +33 (0)4 78 86 60 04

Cel.: +33 (0)6 69 33 61 26

shudry@aeroform-composites.com

Franck MARTEL

Managing Director

Ph.: +33 (0)4 78 86 86 00

Cel.: +33 (0)6 17 78 18 89

fmartel@aeroform-composites.com

 

www.aeroform-composites.com

Booth 2531E

mailto:shudry@aeroform-composites.com
mailto:fmartel@aeroform-composites.com
http://www.aeroform-composites.com/
tel:+33 (0)4 78 86 60 04
tel:+33 (0)6 69 33 61 26
tel:+33 (0)4 78 86 86 00
tel:+33 (0)6 17 78 18 89
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Located in Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, the 1st Industrial 

region in France, Aerospace Cluster brings together 

over 200 members, among them Dassault Aviation, 

Thalès, Safran, Michelin and many others Tier 1.

MRO is one of the 3 major activities with Embedded 

systems and Materials and processes.

Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes is home to two key players in 

MRO& MCO: The regional aircraft operator HOP! and 

the SIAé (French Airforce Fleet maintenance).

Furthermore, over 50 companies are specialized in 

MRO, 3 professional high-schools certified Part 147 

provide required competences and the Clermont 

Aeroparc dedicated to MRO & MCO welcome new 

businesses. 

Aerospace Cluster is your fast track to Auvergne-

Rhône-Alpes’ skills and extensive experience: 

LINE & BASE MAINTENANCE

ON WING & IN-HOUSE SERVICES

ENGINEERING & REPAIR SOLUTIONS

COMPOSITE & STRUCTURES

AVIONICS & ELECTRO-MECHANICAL

LEAKS

NDT

MCO & MRO

AIRLINERS, GENERAL AVIATION & HELICOPTERS

AEROSPACE CLUSTER 
AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-

ALPES

AEROSPACE CLUSTER 
AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES
32 quai Perrache

69002 LYON

France

Françoise GALVIN
International Affairs Manager

Ph.: +33 (0)4 72 11 43 63

Cel.: +33 (0)6 38 56 31 60

galvin@aerospace-cluster.fr

 

 

www.aerospace-cluster.com

Booth 2531D

mailto:galvin@aerospace-cluster.fr
http://www.aerospace-cluster.com/
tel:+33 (0)4 72 11 43 63
tel:+33 (0)6 38 56 31 60
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AAA, a service provider for all industrial services on 

Aircraft

AAA is a private company which headquarters are 

located in Paris, key actor in the in-situ aviation 

industry, on civil, military and business aircraft during 

their life-cycle.

AAA is one of the major service providers for 

the following services: production, assembling, 

manufacturing engineering, industrialization, Final 

Assembly Line, FAL integration, flightline, outstanding 

works (OSW) & out located works (OLW), remaining 

works, quality and conformity management, quality 

inspection and services at Airlines and maintenance 

(MRO) on customers facilities worldwide or in our 

plants in France.

Our added value comes from dedicated teams 

consisting of international experts and local 

employees, continuously trained (with the support 

of our AAA Training Center) to new industrial 

technologies and meeting quality requirements. With 

30 years of experience, our philosophy regarding 

efficiency, skills and reliability leads us to be your 

partner to success.

Services to Airlines and MRO

AAA offers a wide range of services for A/C, cabin 

maintenance and customer assistance through 

workpackages adjusted according to the needs. Our 

teams are made of specialists for industrial services, 

management, quality and A/C maintenance; we work 

with MRO procedures approved by the local Aviation 

Authorities.

With a strong representation in Western Europe, 

Pacific Asia and Northern America, AAA is now 

emerging worldwide thanks to an investment strategy 

and an alliance between our MRO international 

experts and our local employees which enables 

AAA to provide customers with an excellent cost-

performance ratio.

AAA

ASSISTANCE AERONAUTIQUE  

& AEROSPATIALE

10 rue mercoeur

75011 PARIS

France

Bernard VALLEE

Sales Director

Cel.: +33 (0)6 72 72 73 42

bvallee@aaa-aero.com

 

 

www.aaa-aero.com

Visitor

mailto:bvallee@aaa-aero.com
http://www.aaa-aero.com/
tel:+33 (0)6 72 72 73 42
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For  more  than  20  years,  COMPOSITES 

DISTRIBUTION distributes composite materials for 

aerospace,  space  and  defence  industries  with 

EN9120-2018 certification. Our  products  include  

carbon  fibers,  structural adhesives,  honeycombs,  

prepregs,  sandwich panels and reinforcement fabrics 

for MRO & AOG markets.

This comprehensive range of qualified products is 

used widely in commercial aerospace, helicopters, 

defence and space programs.

COMPOSITES 
DISTRIBUTION

COMPOSITES DISTRIBUTION

15 rue Henri Brisson

34500 BEZIERS

France

Patrick RENARD

Aero-Space-Defense Sales Manager

Cel.: +33 (0)6 86 45 32 92

patrick.renard@composites-

distribution.com

 

 

www.composites-distribution.com

Booth 2521L

mailto:patrick.renard@composites-distribution.com
mailto:patrick.renard@composites-distribution.com
http://www.composites-distribution.com/
tel:+33 (0)6 86 45 32 92
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Founded in 2007,  Corso Magenta is changing the 

world of traditional paint and its applications by 

offering fast, efficient and responsible dry process 

painting solutions.

CorsoPatch Aircraft is a dry paint patch, dedicated 

to fast repair of paint damage on aircraft (wings and 

fuselage) from impacts in

operation (lightning, erosion) and in maintenance. 

CorsoPatch Aircraft reducing  maintenance downtile 

time by 85%

After obtaining PART 21 G certification in 2021 as 

well as flight tests of more than 1000 hours on 9 

aircrafts, Corso Magenta obtained EASA approval on 

June 23, 2022 for its CorsoPatch Aircraft fast paint 

repair solution.

CORSO MAGENTA

CORSO MAGENTA

22 rue lavoisier

92000 NANTERRE

France

Gwendal HUET

OEM business development

Ph.: +33 (0)1 85 78 45 40

Cel.: +33 (0)7 63 63 37 88

ghuet@corso-magenta.com

 

 

www.corso-magenta.com

Booth 2521E

mailto:ghuet@corso-magenta.com
http://www.corso-magenta.com/
tel:+33 (0)1 85 78 45 40
tel:+33 (0)7 63 63 37 88
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Born in 2015, Donecle offers an automated aircraft 
inspection solution. Combining 100% automated 
drones (no pilot required and no GPS) with advanced 
image analysis algorithms, our technologies enable 
aircraft inspections to be completed up to 10 times 
faster. Supporting applications on complete aircraft 
such as lightning strikes, GVI, regulatory markings 
and paint quality checks or on component parts: 
engines, landing gear... Our solution helps optimise 
maintenance activities, reducing the inspection time 
to less than 1 hour, automatically analysing damages 
on the aircraft structure, generating reports, and 
improving traceability over time. The Donecle drone 
solution is listed in Airbus AMM.

DONECLE

DONECLE SAS

231 Rue Pierre et Marie Curie

31670 LABÈGE

France

Adélaïde POISSON

Head of marketing & communication

Cel.: +33 (0)7 83 44 51 33

adelaide.poisson@donecle.com

 

 

www.donecle.com

Booth 2511D

mailto:adelaide.poisson@donecle.com
http://www.donecle.com/
tel:+33 (0)7 83 44 51 33
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EQUIP’AERO SERVICES is a leading provider of 

component MRO services for both commercial and 

military programs on multiple platforms (Boeing, 

Airbus, ATR, Embraer, Bombardier, Fokker, C-130, 

helicopters) and engines (CFM56, V2500, CF6, 

PW4000, CF 34-8). The company is specialized in 

hydraulics (actuators, pumps), pneumatics (engine 

starters, turbines, valves, and compressors), fuel 

(valves, pumps), landing gears, APU, ACM and 

electrical components (actuators). Company holds 

EASA,  FAA,  TCAC & CAAV, CAAC, EMAR145 

certified.

EQUIP'AERO 
SERVICES

EQUIP'AERO SERVICES

Pole De Buconis

Rue Nicolas Appert

32600 L'ISLE-JOURDAIN

France

Pascal LETHIEN

MRO SALES DIRECTOR

Ph.: +33 (0)5 62 07 76 01

Cel.: +33 (0)6 32 88 15 00

p.lethien@equipaero.com

 

 

www.equipaero.com

Booth 2511F

mailto:p.lethien@equipaero.com
http://www.equipaero.com/
tel:+33 (0)5 62 07 76 01
tel:+33 (0)6 32 88 15 00
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Aircraft spare parts and logistics solutions :

Wide range of aircraft components for Airbus A320, 

B737, Jet’s, … available for sale, exchange or leasing.

Main stock in Toulouse France, AOG support service 

24/7. Logistics solutions AOG & Next flight out or 

Hand carry.

Flight Support :

Fly Dynamics assists you during your Ground 

Operations anywhere in the world (Overflight permits, 

landing permits, ground handling arrangements, 

fuel services, Catering Services, Crew Hotac & 

Transportation,….). .

Operator of Ferry and Maintenance flights :

MCF LEVEL A and B.

Operator of a complex motor-powered aircraft 

engaged in non commercial SPO.

FLY DYNAMICS

FLY DYNAMICS

11 rue Michel Labrousse

31100 TOULOUSE

France

Christophe COSTES

CEO

Cel.: +33 (0)6 77 07 91 31

christophe.costes@flydynamics.com

 

 

www.flydynamics.com

Booth 2521I

mailto:christophe.costes@flydynamics.com
http://www.flydynamics.com/
tel:+33 (0)6 77 07 91 31
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GMI Aero is an applied sciences company for 

fabrication and repair processes in the area of 

advanced composite structures. GMI Aero offers 

engineering solutions for autoclave and oven control 

and innovative techniques for processes out of 

autoclave. 

For the processes of repair, GMI has studied all 

the technologies of damage detection , machining 

and structural bonding. The catalogue of innovative 

maintenance equipment is a must for engineers and 

technicians of composite repair departments and 

workshops worldwide, with agreements of Boeing, 

Airbus, ATR, Bombardier, Dassault,.... 

The company offers training services. GMI Aero is a 

partner in European research collaborative projects.

GMI AERO

GMI AERO

13 Rue Georges Auric

CAP 19 - Lot 410

75019 PARIS

France

Sarah BAGLIONE

Sales & Marketing Manager

Ph.: +33 (0)1 53 72 84 94

Cel.: +33 (0)6 21 68 10 57

sarah.baglione@gmi-aero.com

 

 

www.gmi-aero.com

Booth 2521A

mailto:sarah.baglione@gmi-aero.com
http://www.gmi-aero.com/
tel:+33 (0)1 53 72 84 94
tel:+33 (0)6 21 68 10 57
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ISYBOT designs B2B collaborative robots to assist 

operators in performing their tasks.

Thanks to Agile Automation, ISYBOT is at the heart 

of Industry 4.0, improving the productivity of manual 

operations while reducing drudgery for workers.

Our interactive solution relieves the operator and 

increases productivity.

With an intuitive programming mode, the worker 

becomes a "COBOT Pilot" in an hour while 

maintaining responsibility for process expertise.

Thanks to agile automation, ISYBOT proposes to 

modernize tasks considered as non-automatable at 

an acceptable cost, allowing to:

1.  An easy adaptation to the existing layout of the 

workshop

2.  To be available for different operations thanks to 

its mobility

3.  Quick integration of COBOT and learning curve

4.  Shorter cycle time - parallelized tasks: Cobot/

Worker 

5. Compatible with control and traceability

 

The first applications in production are related to 

sanding and polishing or surface treatment in the 

railway and aeronautical industries. This range of 

Cobot is particularly adapted to MRO (Maintenance 

and Repair Operations). 

AIRBUS, SAFRAN, SNCF trust ISYBOT to:

-  Increase the productivity of non-automated and 

unpredictable tasks by giving time to skilled 

workers. 

-  Delegate painful tasks to COBOT (MSD), securing 

the production flow.

-  Restore the attractiveness of manual labour by 

turning your workers into COBOT drivers.

ISYBOT

ISYBOT

3 avenue du Canada

Bâtiment EPSILON

91940 LES ULIS

France

Philippe VAN DE SOMPÈLE

COO

Cel.: +33 (0)6 73 19 37 10

pvds@isybot.com

 

 

www.isybot.com

Booth 2531A

mailto:pvds@isybot.com
http://www.isybot.com/
tel:+33 (0)6 73 19 37 10
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Based in France JVgroup offers a wide range of 

services : Design, production and MRO of various 

aircraft  parts and components.

JVAEROSERVICES

JVAEROSERVICES

51 impasse de Fontanilles

82710 BRESSOLS

France

Jean Gabriel HUERTA

Sales Director

Ph.: +33 (0)5 63 02 10 50

Cel.: +33 (0)6 79 60 80 61

jean-gabriel.huerta@jvgroup.fr

 

 

www.jvgroup.fr

Booth 2521J

mailto:jean-gabriel.huerta@jvgroup.fr
http://www.jvgroup.fr/
tel:+33 (0)5 63 02 10 50
tel:+33 (0)6 79 60 80 61
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LEACH Internat ional Europe designs and 

manufactures a broad range of high-reliable power 

switching and control components and equipment for 

aerospace, rail, and high-end industrial applications 

worldwide. LEACH International Europe specializes 

in combining its leading-edge components with 

unique design and manufacturing capabilities to 

provide custom AC/DC power distribution assemblies 

such as primary and secondary power distribution 

assemblies, relay and central warning panels, GFI 

units, thrust reverser control units, ELCUs and smart 

contactors, wiring integrated assemblies, windshield 

anti-ice controllers and weapons release boxes.

Expanding beyond its long-established role as a 

relay supplier, LEACH International Europe applies 

its design, engineering and manufacturing expertise 

to create solutions-oriented equipment for power 

distribution and control. These products, featuring 

our quality components housed in customer-

selected assemblies, provide a new level of added-

value service. Whether designing to a requirement, a 

specification or a replacement, or building to a print 

requirement, LEACH International Europe can provide 

lower cost, lighter weight and more reliable solutions. 

Known for design excellence and commitment to 

quality and reliability since 1919, LEACH International 

Europe equipment and components are used on 

thousands of aerospace, military, rail and high-end 

industrial applications worldwide in the most severe 

environments.

LEACH 
INTERNATIONAL 

EUROPE

LEACH INTERNATIONAL 

EUROPE S.A.S

2 Rue Goethe

57430 SARRALBE

France

Sylvie AMANN

VP Sales Assistant

Ph.: +33 (0)3 87 97 10 06

sylvie.amann@leachint.com

 

 

www.leachint.com

Booth 2631B

mailto:sylvie.amann@leachint.com
http://www.leachint.com/
tel:+33 (0)3 87 97 10 06
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With more than 30 years of experience in the 

integration of landing gears Equipment & Systems for 

AIRBUS, Mazeres Aero Equipment is a leader for the 

MRO of Wheels & Brakes. We offer to our customers 

tailored solutions, including logistics, realtime 

reporting and customer’s site intervention.

Range of products / References : 

Wheels & Brakes MRO Services

GSE tools provider (Engine,various probe covers...)

Wheel handling and transportation protective covers

MAZERES AERO 
EQUIPMENT

MAZÈRES AERO EQUIPMENT

2,Avenue Clément Ader

31770 COLOMIERS

France

Stephane MARTY

Managing Director

Ph.: +33 (0)5 62 74 77 89

Cel.: +33 (0)6 30 52 57 77

s.marty@mazeres-aero.com

 

 

www.mazeres-aero.com

Visitor

mailto:s.marty@mazeres-aero.com
http://www.mazeres-aero.com/
tel:+33 (0)5 62 74 77 89
tel:+33 (0)6 30 52 57 77
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Orolia, the world leader in Resilient Positioning, 

Navigation and Timing (PNT) solutions, launched an 

exchange program for aircraft operators to meet new 

EASA/FAA requirements for non-rechargeable lithium 

batteries in portable Emergency Locator Transmitters 

(ELTs). 

Orolia’s Ultima-S portable ELT is now available for 

seamless, rapid integration to increase aviation safety 

and ensure compliance with EASA/FAA requirements. 

This portable ELT exchange program includes a 

variety of Ultima-S configurations that are compatible 

with major aircraft manufacturer programs. It is 

available worldwide to any aircraft operator that is still 

flying with a DO-227A non-compliant beacon.

OROLIA

OROLIA SAS

4 Rue Pierre Fauchard

ZI des 5 Chemins

56520 GUIDEL

France

Thomas LEFEVBRE

Sales Manager

Ph.: +33 (0)2 97 02 49 42

Cel.: +33 (0)7 60 85 80 98

thomas.lefebvre@orolia.com

 

 

www.orolia.com

Booth 2631C

mailto:thomas.lefebvre@orolia.com
http://www.orolia.com/
tel:+33 (0)2 97 02 49 42
tel:+33 (0)7 60 85 80 98
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OTONOMY AVIATION (OA) is a rank one supplier for 

major OEM. It designs, manufactures and supplies 

high definition optronic systems for commercial & 

business aviation, providing a comprehensive service 

offers:

1.PARABELLUM : On-ground intrusion monitoring 

system

2. SENTINEL : Ground collision detectors

3. VISIONOMY : In-flight comfort via ultra-high-

definition cameras that stream all flight sequences for 

entertainment

4. CFS : Carfo and Freight monitoring cameras 

system

OA products are standard for the major aircraft 

manufacturers (Gulfstream, Dassault, Bombardier, 

Airbus…) and has its headquarter office in Merignac, 

France.

Organized in multiples divisions of excellence 

(Engineering, Certification, Project Management, 

Supply Chain, Quality, Manufacturing, Marketing and 

After Sales), OA is responsible for all processes from 

the beginning to the end. As a zero-defect culture 

team, OA supplies the most reliable and efficient 

systems for client’s satisfaction. OA has a permanent 

team of engineers and PhD’s exclusively dedicated 

to research, development and qualification. The 

entire range of products has thus all international 

certifications that are essential to commercialize, 

install and reference the products. Particularly OA 

has developed a fully owned hardware and software 

design for an HD & 4K camera (externally and 

internally mounted).

OTONOMY 
AVIATION

OTONOMY AVIATION

9 Rue Des 29 Aviateurs

33700 MERIGNAC

France

Alain LEBOUCHER

Head of Sales

Ph.: +33 (0)5 57 89 21 63

aleboucher@otonomy-aviation.com

Guillaume DAUDON

CEO

Cel.: +33 (0)6 43 83 68 17

gdaudon@otonomy-aviation.com

Maxime DANIELLI

EVP PROGRAM

Cel.: +33 (0)6 60 50 58 33

mdanielli@otonomy-aviation.com

www.otonomy-aviation.com

Booth 2521H
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OXY has been involved in the manufacture of 

technical printed products for over 40 years. Big 

names in the aeronautical industry such as Airbus, 

ATR, Stelia, Goodrich, Dassault and Boeing are all 

long-standing customers of our company.

Consult ing, service with AOG procedures, 

qualifications, certifications and international support 

are all central to Oxy’s mission to provide signage 

and printing for aircraft in compliance with industry 

standards.

OXY masters different printing techniques: digital & 

screen printing, photoengraving, thermal transfer for 

signage and device marking.

Our products : COVERSAFE Anti-Viral and Anti-

Bacterial Film, Customised Insignia, Emergency 

Evacuation Diagrams, Fabric LabelsFlexible 

Overlays, Metalphoto Nameplates, Nameplates, 

NFC Technology Labels, Phosphorescent Labels, 

Photoluminescent Labels, Pipe Marking Tape, 

Polyester and Polycarbonate Labels, Polyester 

Overlays, Polyolefin Labels, Reflective Tape, “Remove 

Before Flight” Tags, Rigid Overlays, Stencil Film, 

Tamper-Proof Labels, Thermoformed Overlays,Vinyl 

Labels,Window Graphics Printing

OXY 
SIGNALETIQUE

OXYGRAVURE

518 Avenue de Jouques

ZI Les Paluds II

13685 AUBAGNE

France

Adrien SAUTET

Sales Manager

Ph.: +33 (0)4 42 82 07 31

Cel.: +33 (0)7 88 03 33 41

a.sautet@oxy-signaletique.fr

 

 

www.oxy-signaletique.fr
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Advanced materials engineering qualification and 

non-destructive control on propulsion, drive chain, 

structure, external protection and internal equipment, 

through scientific support, non-radioactive antimatter/

positron generator and testing line, toughness 

predictive equipments and services for research, 

engineering and industrialization, non-destructive 

control equipments and services for production, 

maintenance and repair.

By positron annihilation spectrometry « THE HORUS 

EYE » - Innovative new metric, tools and methods 

for the Aviation and MRO industries - Outstanding 

capabilities of diagnosis and prediction of the 

resistance to the solicitations and of the resilience to 

the  shocks or blows   on the materials - Revolutionary 

spectrometer test line using the antimatter and non-

radioactive positron generator "ENDURANCE II".

Now in a position to appreciate a step ahead the 

continuity of functionality, operational safety and 

durability of the processed materials either on 

development, on production or on operation through 

the measure and the test of the evolution under 

solicitations of their DoD (density of defects at the 

atomic scale).

THE ANTIMATTER 
MANUFACTURE

POSITHOT

31, rue Achille Garnon

92330 SCEAUX

France

Jean-Michel REY

President

Cel.: +33 (0)6 52 02 65 60

jean-michel.rey@posithot.com

 

 

www.posithot.com

Visitor
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R&R Consulting: help the aviation industry actors 

to reach and maintain the required level of safety of 

their products while improving their performance. Our 

practices:

- Certification of organizations (EASA & EAMAR 

approvals)

- Initial certification (Certification of aircrafts & 

equipments)

- In-service certification (STCs, repairs & spare parts)

- Certification training (R&R Learning, "on all our 

expertises")

- Supply chain compliance (Regulatory, qualification & 

surveillance of suppliers)

BCO Aviation is an aircraft products provider who 

offers high quality and cost-efficient marking and 

livery solutions based on flexible aviation films. 

BCO Aviation range of products includes all types 

of aircraft exterior and interior solutions: aircraft 

liveries, temporary branding, technical marking 

kits, customized paint masks, cabin decals and 

headrest covers. BCO Aviation delivers ready-to-

install products (kits) or full installation services with 

all certification and Part21 requirements. Their team 

of aviation experts have a customer-centric mindset 

aimed to fulfil and anticipate all the needs. BCO 

Aviation is based in Luxembourg and is well-known 

for partnering with multiple aviation industry leaders 

across Europe, such as Airlines, lessors paint shops 

and MROs.

R&R CONSULTING
BCO AVIATION

R&R CONSULTING 
244 Route de Seysses 

31100 TOULOUSE

France

BCO Aviation

69 rue de Hobscheid

8422 STEINFORT

Luxembourg

Angelo RANDRIA

Chief Commercial Officer

Cel.: +33 (0)7 86 64 92 96

angelo.randria@rr-consulting.aero

Valentin PAULY

Sales Manager

Ph.: +352 691 340 166

valentin.pauly@bco-aviation.com

 

www.rr-consulting.aero

www.bco-aviation.com

Booth 2511C
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RECAERO grows its range of offers with the creation 

of a Design Services Office (DOA) in addition to 

its well-known aeronautical parts manufacturing 

activities. RECAERO experienced design team 

works in close collaboration with its technical offices 

strong of over 20 years of experience, to ensure the 

best technical solution. Thanks to its internal design 

and manufacturing capabilities, RECAERO can offer 

design, parts and kits under an unmatchable costs 

and lead time.

RECAERO can act as :

- Design Office to engineer parts and products

-  Design Organization to design and certify aircraft 

changes and repairs

- Aeronautical parts and Kits provider 

RECAERO,  STC's turn-key solution Provider with a  

Strong and Experienced team at your disposal.

RECAERO GROUP

RECAERO SAS

515 rue Antoine de Saint Exupéry

Parc Technologique Delta Sud

09340 VERNIOLLE

France

Francisco RODRIGUES

Head of Business Development

Ph.: +33 (0)5 61 67 90 10

Cel.: +35 19 18 65 03 49

frodrigues@recaero.fr

 

 

www.recaero.fr
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Regio Lease is a French aeronautical consultancy 

company since 2003, which is in particular approved 

by EASA (PART CAMO & PART 145) with various 

National Aviation Authorities approvals. We provide 

airworthiness management support, airworthiness 

review recommendation (ARC) for import/export into 

EASA, and perform aircraft reviews for delivery and 

re-delivery for customers worldwide. In addition, we 

support Lessor and Investor through their aircraft 

transitions with appropriate registration services, flight 

permits and CAMO technical provisions at all times. 

Since 2020 Regio Lease also hold an EASA Part 145 

approval to perform engine borescope inspections 

and blade boroblending on wing.

Under our PART CAMO and PART 145 we cover a 

large range of aircraft type such as Airbus, Boeing, 

Embraer, ATR and Beechcraft family.

We currently have more than hundreds of aircraft 

either in storage, in operation or in transition.

REGIO LEASE

REGIO LEASE

13-15 rue du pont des halles

94150 RUNGIS

France

Charlotte LE BRUN

Executive Assistant

Ph.: +33 (0)9 62 09 28 42

administratif@regiolease.com

 

 

www.regiolease.com
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SIER headquarters are located since 1973 in the very 

heart of the French aerospace industry: Toulouse. 

Since then new locations have been added in Saint 

Nazaire, Bordeaux and Lisbon (Portugal) to better 

serve our customers in Aeronautic, Automotive, 

Space and Naval industries.

Approved for several years by major aerospace 

OEMs as tier 1 supplier for Engineering services - Jigs 

& Tools (design and production) - R&D and In Service 

Support, SIER has added Aircraft Changes & Repairs 

to its aerospace scope of services through EASA 

Part21J approval obtained in 2018.

Based on 50 years design know-how developed 

for aircraft Mechanical Systems Installation, Fluids 

network installation, Equipment integration, Cabin 

monument definition/installation and Secondary 

structure; SIER can now develop aircraft modifications 

as per its DOA EASA.21J.659.

It does concern Change and Repair for small 

(EASA CS23) and large (EASA CS25) aircrafts and 

covers: Flight deck interiors, Cabin interiors, Cargo 

compartments, Powerplant installation and External 

scheme / Placards & markings.

Respectful of our people, our partners and 

subcontractors, SIER’s management style allows 

long term relationships and loyalty to our customers. 

SIER’s philosophy is to provide end-to-end 

management of changes & repairs projects from 

the initial analysis to in service support through 

embodiment follow-up.

SIER

SOCIÉTÉ INDUSTRIELLE 

D'ETUDES ET RÉALISATIONS

69, Avenue de Cornebarrieu

31700 BLAGNAC

France

Christian LALANE

Commercial

Ph.: +33 (0)5 61 714 132

Cel.: +33 (0)6 84 63 01 75

c.lalane@evol-consulting.fr

Pascal CLARAZ

CEO

Cel.: +33 (0)6 03 40 26 18

pascal.claraz@sierbla.com

 

www.sier-doa.aero
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aerotechnics

Sky Aerotechnics & Sky Aeroservices is specialized 

in aviation maintenance and consulting performed by 

a team of passionate and highly skilled persons. We 

are managing different activities throughout the whole 

life of the asset and offer a wide range of services like 

but not limited to Part 145 borescope, delivery, re-

delivery, phase-in, phase out and records review.

SKY AEROTECHNICS 
/ SKY 

AEROSERVICES

SKY AEROTECHNICS

22 Av. Jean Monnet

31770 COLOMIERS

France

Nicolas PELLEGRINO

Business manager

Cel.: +33 (0)6 18 70 12 13

npe@sky-aero.com

 

 

www.sky-aeroservices.com
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Sunaero is a worldwide mobile MRO.

We are specialist of the fuel tank repair (leak repair, 

decontamination, LRU), structural repair (metal sheet, 

composite, painting) and engine repair (abradable, 

structure...) in production or maintenance for all type 

of aircraft.

We have developed patented and OAM approved 

technologies that are reducing the repair time in order 

to maximize the availability of the aircraft. 

We offer On-Wing service, Workshop Repair service 

under our PART-145C and equipment for sale.

SUNAERO

SUNAERO-HELITEST

70 rue Ampère

69730 GENAY

France

Jean-Baptiste GIANNOLI

Sales and Business Development 

Manager

Cel.: +33 (0)6 88 69 24 54

jbgiannoli@sunaero.com

 

 

www.sunaero.com
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TECHMAN HEAD Group is specialist of Ground 

Support Equipment with five companies working in 

Aeronautics, two of them represented worldwide –

TMH-ams and TMH-tools. This makes of TECHMAN 

HEAD one of the Majors in the GSE business. 

Customers are Airlines, MRO’s, Aircraft and Helicopter 

manufacturers, Ramp Handling Companies and also 

Defense organizations.

TECHMAN-HEAD

TECHMAN-HEAD

Les Melottieres

86100 CHATELLERAULT

France

Jérémie PICARD

Key Account Manager

Cel.: +33 (0)6 89 71 05 43

j.picard@techman-head.com

 

 

www.techman-head.com
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Aircraft Cabin interiors floor to floor turnkey solutions:

- From Bio Decontamination

- To full modification

- Including local Digital Manufacturing capability

UUDS AERO

UUDS AERO

ZAC du Moulin

12 Rue Du Meunier

95700 ROISSY EN FRANCE

France

Elsa NEGRE

Marketing & Communication Manager

Ph.: +33 (0)1 73 27 20 00

enegre@uuds.com

 

 

www.aero.uuds.com
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An aircraft has between 50 to 400km of wires. Based 
on IATA reports, wiring issues cost in average 80K 
USD per aircraft per year. And some of them cost up 
to 500k$/day due to AOG.

WiN MS provides innovative tools and AOG services 
for immediate Inspection & Troubleshooting of 
electrical and optical systems. Using our patented 
MCTDR technology, we improve maintenance 
productivity by enabling quick fault detection, 
identification, and localization. For more than 10 years 
we have been helping major airlines (Boeing, Airbus, 
Delta airlines, United Airlines, Emirates, Lufthansa, Air 
France…)  to reduce their aircraft downtime.

WIN MS

WIN MS SAS

3 rue Joliot Curie

91190 GIF-SUR-YVETTE

France

Thibaut GONDRAN

International Business Developer

Cel.: +33 (0)6 68 62 63 38

thibaut.gondran@win-ms.com

 

 

www.win-ms.com
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Contact in France – Head office in Paris

77 boulevard Saint-Jacques

75014 PARIS

Samantha DOUARIN

Aeronautics and Space Project Manager 

Ph. : +33 (0)6 82 24 03 02

samantha.douarin@businessfrance.fr

Contact in United Kingdom

Business France London

Brettenham House, 2-19 Lancaster Place 

Ground Floor

LONDON WC2E 7EN

Nicolas COUZI 

Trade Advisor

nicolas.couzi@businessfrance.fr 
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